Make and paint a salt dough
starfish. Think carefully about the
patterns on it’s body, and the tools
you could use to replicate it.

Take a walk along the beach. Can you
find an interesting shell, some
driftwood or other sea object? Maybe
you could take some photos too!

Create a collage of a colourful fish
from the ocean. You need to tell me
what it is called too! You could look in
a book or on the internet for some
ideas.

Choose a sea creature and write 5
facts about it. Draw a detailed
picture to go with it.

Complete a time maths worksheet Ask your teacher.

Use junk modelling items from home
to make a boat that floats. Does it
hold weight without sinking? Show
me some photos of you testing your
boat! You could decorate it like a
lifeboat!
Bake some ocean themed biscuits,
you could make starfish, jellyfish,
octopuses or even sharks! Decorate
with some icing and write out how
you make them.

Complete a maths worksheet looking
at problem solving - collect from your
teacher.

Year One Homework – Term 4
Topic: In The Deep
All children must choose and complete
at least one piece of homework each
week. Please return your homework
folder every Friday so we can keep
track of how you are getting on. Over
the term, try to complete a piece of
homework from different curriculum
areas.  The non-negotiable homework of daily
reading and now, weekly spellings will continue
alongside.

I am now keeping a register of children
who submit homework and they will be
rewarded accordingly.

Make an ocean in an egg box. use a
card carton egg box, paint it, make
plants and creatures, collect shells
to put in it.
Read a ocean themed story such as
‘Tiddler’ ‘The Rainbow Fish’
‘Commotion in the Ocean’ or one of
your own choosing. Complete a book
review about it. A book review form is
available from your teacher.
Have a family day out with a sea
theme… you could have a beach picnic,
visit the Skegness Aquarium, The Deep
at Hull, Natureland, Gibraltar Point.
Write about the things you did
together for the day/afternoon.

